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We propose an original program “Evolutionary constructor” that is capable of computationally eﬃcient modeling of both population-genetic and ecological problems, combining
these directions in one model of required detail level. We also present results of comparative modeling of stability, adaptability and biodiversity dynamics in populations
of unicellular haploid organisms which form symbiotic ecosystems. The advantages and
disadvantages of two evolutionary strategies of biota formation — a few generalists’
taxa-based biota formation and biodiversity-based biota formation — are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Since Charles Darwin formulated his principles of natural selection, the problem of
relationship between diversity of living systems (biodiversity) and their evolutionary
success has become fundamental in biology. Evolution indeed can be deﬁned as the
process of transformation of genetic variability of individuals into variability of a
group — taxon.1,2 Variability occurs at the level of individual genome — as a
result of mutations and recombination2 and then is tested by a selection in groups
of two types: in populations3,2 and ecosystems.4−6 In ecosystems various species
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are organized in linear or branching trophic chains.7 Conjugation of several linear
chains or branches gives rise to trophic cycles, which support the recovery of a
certain resource.7,8
Metabolic conjugation is a characteristic feature of prokaryotic ecosystems in
the range from a close association of organisms belonging to diﬀerent species9 to
trophically sealed ecosystems of meromictic10 or soda11 lakes and, eventually, to
global biogeochemical cycles.8,12 This fact is related to speciﬁc prokaryotic nutrition (pinotrophy) and the organization of prokaryotic cells.8 Closed trophic chains
in which some metabolites being synthesized and secreted by one species or strain
can be consumed by another species are called trophic rings. Such rings can be found
in bacterial ﬁlms and in complex metabolism graphs constructed in metagenomic
studies.13−17 The evolutionary success of a certain allele is related to both its ﬁxation in the population and the inﬂuence of this population on the operation of the
whole ecosystem. Thus any subspecies group has some ecocenotic features.5,18−20
In the course of investigation of the actual evolutionary process, scientists
recognize combined groups of organisms: cenopopulations, hemipopulations, guilds,
synusiae, etc. In this way, the comprehensiveness of description can be varied. However, evolutionary mathematical modeling methods lack this ﬂexibility. Most such
models consider in detail only one level: an individual, together with its metabolism
or development; a population; or an ecosystem.21 The advantageous models consider all or at least two of these levels and primarily use detailed individual-oriented
modeling.22−24 The individual-oriented approach allows consideration of many factors at the expense of low computational eﬃciency and predetermination of the
model, because a change in its structure requires construction of a new model.
In 2007, we developed a modeling method implemented in the program package
Evolutionary Constructor (EC). It allows description of objects to be modeled and
change of the model structure in the course of model design.25,26
We applied EC to in silico studies of evolutionary changes in trophic rings:
communities of populations of model unicellular haploid organisms possessing genes
for synthesis and substrate consumption. These organisms were placed to a ﬂow
that would deliver a non-speciﬁc substrate consumed by all the organisms (see
Sec. 2). The evolutionary consequences of horizontal gene transfer and adaptation to
shortage of the nonspeciﬁc resource were studied in trophic rings whose populations
employed various trophic strategies.
2. “Evolutionary Constructor” Modeling Approach
Taking into account both genetic and ecocenotic factors, we propose the EC modeling approach previously described and being developed in the present paper to be
an eﬀective tool for modeling the evolution of unicellular haploid asexual organisms
communities. In consideration of modeling object — bacterial populations particularities, such approach should allow to model as communities of high size (109 –1012
and more individuals) so genetic variability.
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Genetically identical or almost identical (with allele variations) individuals form
populations. Populations live in common ﬂow system of ﬁxed volume Vtotal — environment, which intermediates relationships between them. Individuals consume and
utilize substrates, synthesize and then secrete products (partially or completely) into
environment where they can be consumed by other individuals as substrates. Some
substrates activate population growth while others may inhibit it. The eﬃciencies
of substrate utilization and product synthesis are regulated by corresponding genes
on the principle of “one gene — one constant of utilization/synthesis”.
Substrates are divided into non-specific substrates which are supplied only by
inﬂow (Ni in Fig. 1), and speciﬁc substrates which are supplied only by virtue of
individual synthesis and secretion (Si in Fig. 1). Figure 1 shows the main processes
and objects of the EC model. During the model calculation graph of substratespopulation interactions can change — here may occur both novel vertices (arise of
novel populations or substrates), and edges (arise of novel trophic interaction).
2.1. Environment modeling
Environment is characterized by the following parameters:
Vtotal — volume of environment (liters);
kflow — ﬂow rate (% of Vtotal per time unit);
Nenv ,i — concentration of i-th nonspeciﬁc substrate in environment (mM);
Senv ,i — concentration of i-th speciﬁc substrate in environment (mM);
Nflow,i — concentration of i-th nonspeciﬁc substrate in inﬂow (mM).
Inflow of substrates into environment increases the concentration of non-speciﬁc
substrates, depending on ﬂow rate and corresponding substrate inﬂow concentration. Outflow of substrates from environment decreases the concentration of both
non-speciﬁc and speciﬁc substrates, depending on ﬂow rate. Change in non-speciﬁc
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Fig. 1. Main processes and objects of EC model. Red arrows — speciﬁc activatory substrate
consumption, blue arrows — speciﬁc inhibitory substrate consumption, orange arrows — nonspeciﬁc substrate consumption.
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substrates concentration under the action of inﬂow and outﬂow is described by the
following equation:
Nenv ,i (t + 1) = Nenv ,i (t) + kflow · Vtotal · (Nflow,i − Nenv ,i (t)).

(1)

Outﬂow of speciﬁc substrates if described by the equation below:
Senv,i (t + 1) = Senv ,i (t) · (1 − kflow · Vtotal )

(2)

See Sec. 2.3 for changes in substrate concentration under the action of individual.
2.2. Populations modeling
In EC approach individuals are deﬁned as the members of the same population if
they consume equal sets of non-speciﬁc and speciﬁc substrates, synthesize equal sets
of speciﬁc products, and utilize substrates with the same utilization law (i.e. have
the same trophic strategy). In EC we assume each process of synthesis and utilization
process to be deﬁned by only one gene. Gene in this case is considered a heredity
unit, with the corresponding process determined by the reaction rate constant. Then
allele is a gene variant which determines the actual value of corresponding rate
constant, and individual’s genotype is a set of such alleles divided into three groups
(vectors). First group (ci ) determines eﬃciencies of speciﬁc substrates’ utilization,
second group (di ) — eﬃciencies of speciﬁc products’ synthesis/secretion and third
group (ri ) – eﬃciencies of non-speciﬁc substrates’ utilization. Mutation is a change
of corresponding constant value which is interpreted as gene substitution.
2.2.1. Monomorphic populations
A monomorphic population is univalently determined by three characteristics: genotype, size (which can be interpreted as a number of cells in a population or cells concentration), and amount of consumed substrates. Trophic process of an individual
in EC is described at two separate stages: consumption (from environment) of
substrates and utilization of substrates. During the ﬁrst stage an uptake of substrates from environment into an individual is modeled; these substrates are utilized
during the second stage. As these processes are physically widely diﬀerent, we model
them separately. The amount of substrate consumed depends on its concentration
in the environment and the individual’s size (cell surface area). Under substrate
environmental concentration is low, both inter- and intra-population competition
can occur. In the case of substrate excess, the maximum amount which can be
consumed by an individual is determined by maximum substrate consumption rate
that corresponds with, for instance, cell size constraints. Replenishment of intercellular substrates can be provided both by the cell’s own synthesis and “substrates
import” from environment. A detailed description of substrates consumption stage
is presented in Sec. 2.3.
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The equations of population size change per one generation — ∆P in dependence on population size, amount of substrates consumed, ﬂow rate and death rate
are shown below. These equations are trophic strategies of populations1 :
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where Iconsumed is the set of indices of speciﬁc substrate consumed by population
 and S
 are the respective vectors of amounts of non-speciﬁc/speciﬁc
individuals; N
substrates consumed by population individuals; n0 is the amount of the unique non ); r0
speciﬁc substrate consumed by population individuals (as the component of N
is the utilization rate of the unique nonspeciﬁc substrate (genetically determined);
 and C
 are the respective vectors of utilization rates of non-speciﬁc/speciﬁc subR
strates (genetically determined); P is population size; kflow is ﬂow (washout) rate;
kdeath is death rate; γ, γ0 , γi are coeﬃcients of nonlinearity of substrates on population growth; Kij is coeﬃcient of substrates eﬀect on the population growth (depend
on corresponding traits). Mortality parameter accords with self-poisoning eﬀect in
bacterial populations. This parameter is stereotyped in models of limited population dynamics.27 A small amount of substrate does not yield population growth
and while increases in this amount at a certain range leads to increase of population growth rate, further increases do not give eﬀect to this rate, which remains
constant. This nonlinearity is described by Eq. (4). Parameters γ, γ0 , γi determine
population growth rate increase in corresponding phase (the larger the parameters,
the greater the increase); Kij determines substrates concentrations at which growth
rate acceleration starts and ﬁnishes (like an analogue of Michaelis-Menten constant
in enzyme kinetics).
Equation (3) describes the utilization process of several speciﬁc and one nonspeciﬁc substrate. Speciﬁc substrates have strong cooperative positive eﬀect. In
particular, the deﬁciencies of one substrate (including non-speciﬁc ones) can be
compensated by the excess of another. Trophic strategy (3) corresponds to Rubel’s
1 Some other trophic strategies are presented in Refs. 25 and 26. Actually, the choice of trophic
strategy is the user’s prerogative. The only constraint in the EC approach is the taking into consideration of all four characteristics. So while EC can work with wide types of trophic strategies
described in literature, it requires isomorphic modiﬁcation of formulas if one or some characteristic(s) is/are implicit.
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law of replaceability of ecological factors7,28 and is called compensatory trophic strategy. Equation (4) describes trophic strategy corresponding to ecological Liebig’s law
of the minimum7 — deﬁciency of non-speciﬁc substrate cannot be compensated by
the excess of speciﬁc ones (noncompensatory trophic strategy). Our approach also
provides usage of other trophic strategies, for instance, strategies of mutual poisoning between populations, which may lead to unexpected chaotic-like behavior of a
system.26
2.2.2. Polymorphic populations
Individuals of a polymorphic population have the same set of genes, but their alleles may vary in one or more genes. Polymorphic population is determined by its
“generalized genome” — multi-dimensional distribution of alleles’ frequencies for
all genes of its individuals. In order to operate with such distribution, we introduce
the notion of genetic spectrum — the distribution of alleles’ frequencies for one
gene (Fig. 3). As we deﬁne allele as a numerical value of a trait — rate constant of
corresponding reaction (see Sec. 2.2) — the allele numbers are shown in Fig. 2 at
X axis, with each number corresponding to a certain constant value. Proportion of
each allele is shown at Y axis.
An aggregate of spectrums for all population genes considered as a vector VGS
is used for modeling multidimensional alleles distribution for all genes. In our
model we assume linkage equilibrium for each gene, i.e. we assume all alleles for all
genes to be distributed independently. In such a case we may consider polymorphic
population as a set of monomorphic subpopulations. The size of such subpopulation
corresponds with product of frequencies of the alleles, determining that subpopulation. Change of polymorphic population size is calculated in the following manner.
First of all it is “spliced ” into a set of monomorphic subpopulations. After that
the size change calculation procedure is applied for each of them, with the use
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Fig. 2. Example of genetic spectrum. 20% individuals of the population have the allele value of
2 units; 50%, 3 units; and 30%, 4 units.
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Fig. 3. Calculation of polymorphic population (big cube) size change. Polymorphic population is
“split” into a set of monomorphic ones (small cubes). Then we calculate the size change for each
monomorphic population and ﬁnally “merge” them again into one polymorphic population.

of trophic strategies equations (see Sec. 2.2.1). Finally the changed monomorphic
subpopulations are “merged” into a polymorphic population (Fig. 3). It should be
noted that various combinations of alleles have various ﬁtness. So the growth of a
certain monomorphic subpopulation can greatly diﬀer from that of the others. As
a result, the genetic spectrums of a polymorphic population change (right up to
alleles elimination), which is interpreted as adaptation to environment.
Polymorphic population allows us foremost to model genetic polymorphism and,
in the next phase, to vary the level of detail of modeled objects with the necessary ﬂexibility and computational eﬃciency needed to pass/progress/move/transit
from the population-genetic to the ecocenotic level. For this purpose we suggest
threshold value of a trait in a population. Threshold value deﬁnes the lowest trait
value, whereby gene is supposed to be “working”. In the case of substrate utilization gene it means that population cannot utilize the substrate when it has a
corresponding trait value (allele) lower than the threshold.29 In the case of synthesis
gene this means incapability to synthesize a corresponding product. Moreover, we
can, at ﬁrst, subdivide a polymorphic population in a number of ways according to
ecological features modeled (Fig. 4(b)); secondly we can join populations or their
parts together to consider them as one object. The ﬁrst case accords with separation
of cenopopulations, the second with separation of life forms, guilds, etc.6,30
Using genetic spectra we also modeled mutations and horizontal gene transfer (HGT). Mutation means a change of trait value in one or several individuals.
It is modeled through the change of corresponding genetic spectrum proﬁle (not
excepting new alleles occurrence) (Fig. 4(a)).
HGT is the transfer of DNA piece from genome of a donor cell and its embedding
into an acceptor cell. In our approach HGT is modeled as the sequence of the
following steps:
— choice of monomorphic subpopulation PMD from population-donor. PMD has
genome VD ∈ VGSD (VGSD is vector of genetic spectra at population-donor);
— choice of subset (vector) VT ∈ VD of genes to be transferred;
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Fig. 4. (a) Mutations modeling — changes of genetic spectrum. (b) Splitting a population with
the threshold value relative to the spectrum of a particular gene. Two populations arise. Their
spectra are uniform in relation to the threshold value.

— choice of monomorphic subpopulation PMA from population-acceptor, which has
genome VA ∈ VGSA (VGSA is vector of genetic spectra at population-acceptor);
— construction of genome of novel type: VN = VA ∪ VT (if there are genes present
both in VA and VT , trait values are taken from VA , i.e. these genes are not
transferred);
— evaluation of initial size of novel population (usually from 1 to 1000 individuals,
taking into account the size of the whole metapopulation of a system);
— addition of novel population to the list of ones which exist in a system. In the
case where there is already a population having the similar set of genes (not
necessarily the same alleles) in a system, novel population “joins” the present
one. Genetic spectra are “merged” for this purpose proportionally to sizes of
novel and old populations (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Modeling of two HGT leading to polyphyletic speciation of population P4. Transfer of gene
B from an individual of P1 into an individual of P2 leads to the arising of a new type individual
which contains genes A, B and C and then forms novel population P4’; Second transfer — gene
A from an individual of P2 into an individual of P3 forms population P4” containing genes A, B
and C (alleles diﬀer from P4’). In fact, both novel populations should be considered as the only
polymorphic population P4.
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Therefore, in EC we can model both mono- and polyphyletic evolution31 (Fig. 5).
Processes of mutations and HGT in EC may be predeﬁned (by virtue of model
scenarios, written with special script language) or generated stochastically.
Operations with genetic spectra described above compose so-called genetic spectra
arithmetic, a key feature of EC. The same mathematical apparatus of genetic
spectra arithmetic provides modeling of population-genetic and ecological problems,
combining both directions in one model of required detail level.
2.3. Substrates consumption and secretion
In the current version of EC the process of substrates consumption is modeled on
the assumption of prokaryotic pinotrophy whereby metabolic rate directly depends
on the ratio of surface area to volume.32 During the period of cell cycle a certain
environmental volume is inﬁltrated through a cell due to ﬂow and cell movement.
That volume Vconsumed is proportional to the cell’s surface area Scell , its relative
velocity vcell and its lifetime t.
Vconsumed(t) = Scell · vcell · t

(5)

Estimation of this variable for E.coli is about 5.4·10−12 liters per half-hour (average
period of cell cycle): cell surface area is about 6·10−12 m2 , movement speed is about
50 micrometer/sec or 9 · 10−2 meters per half-hour33 . We used this estimation for
Vconsumed in all numerical experiments. On the assumption of uniform distribution
of populations in environment and the same value of Vconsumed for all individuals,
the decrease of substrate concentration Senv,i in environment under population
consumption is described by the following equation:
Senv,i (t + 1) = Senv,i (t) · (1 − P · Vconsumed /Vtotal )

(6)

where P is the population size (number of cells). The number of substrates molecules
Spop,i which population’s individuals get with that is calculated using the following
equation:
Spop,i (t + 1) = Spop,i (t) + P · Vconsumed · Senv,i (t) · NA

(7)

where NA is the Avogadro number. If the inequality (8) is satisﬁed, it means a high
number of individuals in an environment and that these individuals overlap each
other and cannot “percolate” the whole volume Vconsumed (η ≤ 1 — normalizing
coeﬃcient, IPOP — set of all populations in community). In this case in the Eqs. (6)
and (7) Vconsumed should be replaced with Ṽconsumed (9).

Pi · Vconsumed > ηVtotal
(8)
i∈IPOP

Ṽconsumed = ηVtotal





i∈IPOP

Pi

(9)
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In the case where the potential number of substrate molecules which cell can consume exceeds the maximum substrate consumption rate, “surplus” remains in environment and the decrease of substrate concentration is described by Eq. (10) instead
of Eq. (6).
Senv,i (t + 1) = Senv,i (t) −

P · Spop,i
Vtotal · NA

(10)

Products synthesis performed by individuals of polymorphic populations is calculated with the use of the following integral formula:
 

Pj
∆si = P ·
dij
(11)
P
j∈Spectri

where ∆si is the amount of the synthesized substrate of i-th type; dij is trait values
in genetic spectrum Spectri ; P is population size; Pj is size of subpopulation having
trait value of dij in relation with the spectrum. The product being synthesized is
then secreted into environment. Change of this concentration due to secretion is as
follows:
Senv,i (t + 1) = Senv,i (t) +

∆si
Vtotal · NA

(12)

2.4. Iteration process
Each iteration step of the computation cycle contains the stages of substrate consumption (taking into account competition), utilization of consumed substrates during reproduction process, product synthesis, product secretion and ﬂow simulation.
The mutation or HGT stage is not mandatory and is set either deterministically or
stochastically (Fig. 6).
2.5. Implementation
Current version of EC program is developed using object-oriented paradigm in C++
under Windows and Unix. Program contains the following modules: computational
kernel, language of model scenarios, and graphical user interface.

Substrates
consumption

Substrates
utilization/
reproduction

Substrates
synthesis

Substrates
secretion

Environmental
flow
simulation

Mutation or HGT

Fig. 6. Flow diagram of one iteration step. Final step (mutation or HGT) is not mandatory.
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3. Modeling of Biodiversity and Adaptability Dynamics in
Bacterial Communities
We used EC for comparative modeling of stability, adaptability and biodiversity
dynamics in trophically closed communities having compensatory (Eq. (3)) and
non-compensatory (Eq. (4)) metabolism under sublethal substrate deﬁciency conditions. Community is represented as a trophic ring-like network (TRLN) which
consists of three populations: population P1 utilizes speciﬁc substrate S1 being
produced by P3 and produces speciﬁc substrate S2; P2 utilizes S2 and produces
S3 which, in turn, is utilized by P3 (Fig. 7(a)). All populations consume common
non-speciﬁc substrate N. Flow rate, inﬂow substrate concentration and other initial
data (populations’ sizes and substrate concentrations) were chosen in such a way
that a short period of population growth is replaced by gradual extinction. Trophic
strategies parameters were chosen in such a way that both systems showed the same
behavior in the absence of external actions. Mutant-individual had the increased
eﬃciency of speciﬁc substrate S1 utilization and begot subpopulation P 1, which
competitively displaced “mother” population P1.
It has been shown that mutations ﬁxation in compensatory systems (TRLN-C)
causes either signiﬁcant increase of TRLN-C populations’ life-time or saves TRLNC from extinction (Fig. 7(b)). The size of mother population and its symbionts
(which depends on mutation occurrence moment) plays the key role in mutation
eﬀect. Mutation occurred just after initial time prevented inevitable extinction of
both population-mutant and the whole TRLN-C while later mutation could only
extend extinction time (Fig. 7(d)). Similar mutations in non-compensatory systems
(TRLN-NC) merely led to local improvements but could not change limiting regime
of TRLN-NC functioning, regardless of occurrence moment (Fig. 7(c)).
We also modeled simultaneous functioning and competition of two TRLNs with
various combinations of trophic strategies: C–C, NC–NC, C–NC (Fig. 8(a)). We also
considered eﬀects of HGT and environmental parameters on systems functioning.
Compensatory systems were shown to be more competitive and are characterized
by higher biomass growth. However, compensatory systems tend to lose their biodiversity more than non-compensatory ones. In spite of starvation, NC-NC system
(Fig. 8(b)) keeps proportions between separate populations sizes. C-C systems are
more sensitive to events like HGT or substrate deﬁciency. Figure 8(c) shows moderately short-time starvation within 300 generations. After the end of this period,
the proportions of populations slightly change. A slightly longer starvation period
of 360 generations leads to completely diﬀerent results (Fig. 8(d)) — one of TRNL
extincts, besides for long-time period after starvation ﬁnish — within about 2500
generations.
4. Discussion
The software package developed by us allows the modeling of evolution of unicellular
haploid organisms, which form the greatest part of Earth biota and are the earliest
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Fig. 7. (a) Diagram of trophic ring-like network (TRLN). Populations P1, P2, P3 are designated
as circles. Trophic interactions are shown with dashed lines. Bold arrow shows mutation. (b)
TRLN-C dynamics after mutation. Mutation occurs in an individual of P1 population (360th
generation), it prevents “extinction tendency” and saves both population P1 and the whole TRLNC. (c) Population P1 dynamics in two diﬀerent TRLN-NC (the same initial data) after mutations
occurred at 10th and 300th generations, respectively. Neither of them could “save” populations
regardless of occurrence moment. (d) Population P1 dynamics in three diﬀerent TRLN-C (the
same initial data — harder than in b case) after mutations occurred at various moments (360th,
150th and 30th steps). Mutations at 30th and 150th steps are shown to delay extinction process
(but tendency remains) while mutation at 360th step has almost no eﬀect.

living creatures. Up until the neoproterozoic period (1–3.8 billions years ago) the
biosphere remained completely prokaryotic. The total mass of prokaryotes is estimated at 50–90% of the mass of whole biota.8,11 Cooperating in communities, various prokaryotic taxa form a signiﬁcant part of the Earth biosphere. They maintain
execution of all fundamental global biochemical cycles: sulfur, nitrogen, and a significant part of phosphor cycle. Furthermore, closed metabolic cycles are often formed
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Fig. 8. (a) Diagram of trophic systems containing two TRLNs: P1-P2-P3 and P4-P5-P6. HGT
from an individual of P6 into an individual of P1 is also shown. It leads to the arising of novel
type population P7. Lightning shows gene transfer of substrate S6 utilization gene; grey arrow
– separation of novel population P7. P7 individuals are able to utilize two speciﬁc substrates:
S1 and S6 (i.e. they connect in some way two trophic rings). They also synthesize and secrete
substrate S2 which includes them into acceptor “mother” TRLN. (b) NC-NC system’s dynamics
after HGT, speciation and consequent starvation during 1700 generations. In spite of a long period
of starvation, all populations survived and biodiversity is preserved. (c,d) C-C system’s dynamics
after HGT, speciation and consequent starvation during 300 (c) and 360 (d) generations. In the
ﬁrst case the system restores completely, in the second biodiversity is partially lost.

in bioﬁlms and mats, which provide high probability of horizontal gene transfer
between separate bacteria. For example, about 15–20% of the genomes of thermophilic bacteria Thermotoga maritima are typically archaean genes.34,35 The signiﬁcance of HGT is conﬁrmed by the recent ﬁnding of integrons and superintegrons,
natural vectors for cloning alien genes in prokaryotic genomes.36 The evolution of
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such highly-integrated communities has its own qualitative peculiarities and cannot
be traced to evolution of separate individuals.
Our approach allows the modeling of the evolution of genetic structure of a large
number of populations of unicellular organisms over long periods of time. Except
the example described in the present paper — comparison of non-compensatory
and compensatory trophism, we also studied the possible evolutionary origin of
autonomous bacterial taxa (as a result of prokaryotic cells symbiosis) having rich
intracellular metabolism. This corresponds with concepts of eukaryota origin.37 For
this purpose we carried out up to 15000 iterations-generations. The size of ﬁnal
populations varied up to 5 · 107 , and the ﬁnal number of populations was up to 33.
The EC software was run on a typical PC (Pentium 4, 3 Ghz, 2 Gb RAM). The algorithm has good abilities for parallelization and provides evolutionary experiments
in silico, considering populations of natural size and complexity.
The results of modeling presented in the paper indicate that the trophic structure of a community imposes considerable limitation on HGT advantages. Longterm advantage can be achieved only by HGT among populations with initially
diverse and ﬂexible metabolism (compensatory feeding). In populations with simple metabolism (non-compensatory feeding), HGT provides only local advantages.
This fact contradicts the assumption that the main trend in prokaryotic evolution
is simpliﬁcation of the genome of a particular individual compensated by complex
interactions in the bacterial community (metagenome).31 In the long run, oversimpliﬁcation will kill the community.
We have shown that a TRLN with compensatory feeding (TRLN-C) was much
better adaptable than that with non-compensatory feeding. Fixation of useful mutations even in one TRLN-C signiﬁcantly increased the stability of the whole community. It either prolonged the life of the community, providing additional chances to
pass through starvation, or allowed TRLN-C to overcome the shortage by optimizing the metabolism. Thus, in the long run, non-compensatory Liebig-type systems
will gain advantage over compensatory Rübel-type ones. Note that this advantage
is stochastic, like all evolutionary processes. Hence, a system can die from stochastic
causes even at high biodiversity. This statement is in agreement with paleontological
data. The paleontological record demonstrates constant change of leading biotas5,38
and preservation of a relatively few number of relict ecosystems, which accumulate
nearly complete sets of biochemical activities8 (cyanobacterial mats and alkaliphilic
communities8,11 ).
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